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Key People

Harry Beck In 1933 he 
designed the 
London 
Underground Map 
that shows all the
different lines in 
different colours.

Key Vocabulary 

bus a motor vehicle carrying passengers by road

train carriages joined together moving on tracks 

underground beneath the surface of the ground

tube another name of the trains because of their shape

passengers people using transport

carriages sections of a train that carry passengers 
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Words to do with History

years 12 months 

centuries 100 years 

similarities like something

differences not like something

changes make different

Why are we learning this? Why is it important? 

So we know about 
transport 
in London.

So we can learn how it 
has changed.



Changes  

Farm Animals Plants

Baby Adult How a Plant Changes

piglet pig

calf cow

lamb sheep

chick chicken 

Key People

Vet helps sick animals

Farmer owns a farm that may 
have animals 

Gardener looks after a garden 
that includes growing 
plants

Key Vocabulary 

young lived for only a short time

old lived for a long time

changes make different

animals living things that need food 
and water to live

plants living things that use sun for 
food 

baby a new born to about 2 months 
old

adult fully grown

seed grows into a full plant

garden a piece of ground in which 
fruits, flowers, or vegetables 
are grown
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Words to do with History

days 24 hours – day time to 
night time

weeks 7 days make up one week

months 28, 29, 30 or 31 days 

Why are we learning this? Why is it important? 

So we know ore about animals and plants. So we can understand more about 
them. 


